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Often we build prototypes and models for testing the functioning of our object also in relation to the heat to 
which it is subjected at the time of real use, the notorious operating temperature.
The ideal would be to conduct tests using the final material (ABS, PA, PA6, POM, PC or other), but we may 
have to bear unexpected and very high costs if we use a traditional tooling technologies.

Rapid prototyping and rapid manufacturing technologies helps us to keep down the level of costs proposing 
materials similar to definitive, we will identify the one that is closest to our test needs.

Additive rapid prototyping techniques use materials in a liquid or filamentous form to create solid objects by 
the addition of layers of material, proceeding from bottom to top in a continuous fusion of material through 
a laser or a hot nozzle. These technologies use of a work platform to achieve individual objects, and the job 
that takes place in very short time.

The rapid manufacturing technologies instead exploit the principle of traditional tooling reported, however 
prototypes of equipment made of silicone. The matrix of this mold is generally performed using a prototype 
of stereolithography and the subsequent flows will have the same characteristics and the same degree of 
precision of the master, except for the color which will obviously depend from the cast material. In this case 
the equipment can produce about 25 pieces, therefore ideal for optimizing prototyping costs for a small 
series.

But what temperature withstand "prototype“ materials? It's appropriate to say ... let's go by degrees!
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Technologies

STL Stereolithography

SLS Nylon Sintering

FDM Fused Deposition Modelling

RPL Silicone Replicas

On the following pages we will examine the rapid prototyping materials cataloged on the 
basis of maximum heat resistance shown in the manufacturer's data sheet, the letters that 
refer to the technologies refer to the legend in the table below.
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Temperatures higher than 120 ° C
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Building prototypes with materials that can work at temperatures above 120 ° C is a valid support in 
numerous industrial contexts including:
- Automotive
- Military and defense
- Industrial installations
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MATERIAL SIMILAR RESISTANCE TECHNOLOGY

HTM140 ABS 140°C STL

PA30GF PA30GF 134°C SLS

PC PC 130°C FDM

ULTEM ULTEM 150°C FDM

PX223HT ABS >150°C RPL
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Temperatures higher than 120 ° C
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This is a cover made by PX223HT with silicone replicas used as protection of a grinding plant of eyeglass 
lenses. The high temperature resistance ensures compliance with safety standards and quality of the 
plant.
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Temperatures from 90°C to 110°C
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This temperature range is suitable instead to pieces and components for:
- Appliances
- Automotive
- Audio-visual and communication devices
- Aircraft products or trains that require the special certification of flame retardancy (FAR25)
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MATERIAL SIMILAR RESISTANCE TECHNOLOGY

PA+AL NYLON with aluminum 100°C SLS

PA NYLON 95°C SLS

ABS ABS 95°C FDM

PX521HT PMMA 110°C RPL

PX226 ABS 105°C RPL

PX330 ABS (certified FAR25) 100°C RPL

PX245 POM 95°C RPL
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Component made of nylon powder 
through sintering with aluminum charge 
to ensure best performance compared 

to the operating temperature.
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Stereolithography materials are known to be very precise and aesthetic, suitable to resist to about 70°C. 
Customers often choose this technology to achieve high visual to be used at fairs impact prototypes, 
conferences, presentations to the sales force, photo books and catalogs. It is so widely used in areas 
such as:
- Medical devices
- Aesthetics devices
- Jewelry design
- Small appliances
- Electronic devices
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MATERIAL SIMILAR RESISTANCE TECHNOLOGY

ACCURA
XTREME

ABS 70°C STL

ACCURA 25 PP 60°C STL

ACCURA
CLEARVUE

PC TRANSPARENT 60°C STL

ABS 3SP ABS 60°C STL
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Temperatures from 60°C to 90°C
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Make a scale model of a racing car to see the aesthetic lines of the casing and at the same time the 
inner frame? Mix pieces made of different materials and you're done!
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In summary there isn’t the best technology and the best material 
in the absolute sense, but there is the best solution for the 

individual need.

Beware of extremely economic proposals,
often they are the most expensive ones ;)
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